The
of sales and marketing

Sales and marketing face a number of
challenges that need to be addressed

content
relevance:

...anD only

half

60-70%

of sales
managers believe
that marketing
content is relevant
enough to motivate
customers
to buy

of marketing content
is not used by sales

PROSPECTING:

50%

of companies rely on
sales reps to find their
own information

82%

80%

of sales reps feel challenged by
the amount of data and the time
required to research a prospect

of sales people
feel that available
MARKETING support
(CRM, content)
are no help at
critical moments

Accessibility:

90%

of marketing content
is never used because
it’s inaccessible at
the critical time

only

10%

of content is made
available to sales
in a useful format

The

EFFECT

The average sales person now
has no time to sell!

18%
18%

23%

researching
accounts, generating
leads

prospecting
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ACT NOW

YOUR SALES TEAM NEED
SALES ENABLEMENT TOOLS

Here are some
examples:
// Digital CUSTOMER INSIGHT
// Social Selling
// Interactive Sales Toolkits
// Bid support services
// COMPETITION ANALYSIS

The

RESULTS

GILROY SALES ENABLEMENT

don’t just take
our word for it:
Fortune 500 companies
who have a strong sales
enablement programme
report additional
gains of +15%

$5m
pipeline

Secured for one
customer through
a Social Selling
initiative

what
we have
achieved
for our
clientS:

£24m

Sales Qualified

pipeline

leading electronics
company for a
product launch
Assisted a
global telco
in securing

£250M

total contract
values

Find out how we can
help you get closer
to customers and
drive revenue levels
+44 (0)8456 184 184
hello@gilroy.co.uk
gilroy.co.uk

Gilroy // Belvedere, Basing View, Basingstoke, Hampshire, RG21 4HG
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